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Introduction

As a type of sandhi, Irish initial consonant mutation (ICM) poses a unique challenge to

the theoretical linguist: “If sandhi is sensitive to morphological or lexical factors, then

it raises the question of whether the alternation belongs in the phonology or the mor-

phology”(McPherson 2019:1). Traditional generative rule ordering (Chomsky and Halle

1968, Kiparsky 1982) and even Optimality Theory (Smolensky and Prince 1993) function

within models that draw a hard line between the responsibilities of a language’s phonolog-

ical and morphological systems. A model of Emergent Grammar (EG), however, does not

(Archangeli and Pulleyblank 2017, 2016, 2015). This model’s flexibility at the phonology-

morphology interface allows the two components of the grammar to interact.

The present analysis details just how the EG model accommodates both the phonolog-

ical and morphological components of a process like Irish mutation. Under this model,

ICM can belong to both the phonology and the morphology. It is also the case that the

model’s technology readily accounts for the various subcategories of mutation that often go

overlooked or unexplained in previous analyses. Final support for this claim comes from

acquisition and variation data which indicate that the mutation system is weakest where the

model predicts it to be.

1 The phenomenon and the problem

Initial consonant mutation is a system of alternations between word-initial phonemes that

is not predictable based on the phonological environment. In the Irish nominal system ICM

is the result of an interaction between two distinct entities: a trigger which is the linguistic

entity responsible for inducing the mutation and a target which is the initial segment that

undergoes the phonological change. In the example in (1), an and a are triggers and the

initial consonant in cathair ‘city’ is the target.
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(1)

Irish word(s) Transcription Translation

a. cathair [kah1r] ‘city’

b. an chathair [@n xah1r] ‘the city’

c. a chathair [@ xah1r] ‘his city’

d. a cathair [@ kah1r] ‘her city’

e. a gcathair [@ gah1r] ‘their city’

Table 1: Mutation examples ‘CITY’

Because the mutations in (1) are phonologically consistent and morphologically irreg-

ular they are difficult to place within a language model. The linguist is left to wonder: Is

this phonology or morphology? If it is both how do we model that?

The models so often used to explore morphophonological phenomena compartmental-

ize the phonology and the morphology. This is especially problematic for ICM. On the one

hand, assigning the phenomenon to the phonology overlooks the idiosyncratic nature of the

environment in which it occurs (Grijzenhout 1995, Ní Chiosáin 1991). On the other hand,

casting the phenomenon as a solely morphological process ignores the generalizability of

the alternations (Iosad 2014, Gorrie 2010, Green 2006). The Emergent Grammar model

avoids this conundrum by allowing the phonology and the morphology to interact.

2 Lenition

The present analysis focuses on only one alternation seen in (1): lenition. Irish lenition is

the weakening of an initial segment via spirantization, debuccalization, or deletion.

(2)

a. teach [tæx] ‘house’

b. mo theach [m@ hæx] ‘my house’

c. mean [mæn] ‘woman’

d. an mhean [@n væn] ‘the woman’

e. buachaill [bO@x1l] ‘boy’

f. do bhuachaill [d@ vO@x1l] ‘(give) to a boy’

g. fuinneog [fInok] ‘window’

h. sé fhuinneog [Se Inok] ‘six windows’

Table 2: Lenition in the Irish nominal system
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2.1 Triggers

Triggers are overt lexical items that immediately precede the target (e.g. mo, an, do, sé).

As evidenced by the examples in (2), “...the environments for the mutations are extremely

varied, arbitrary, and unpredictable...” (Green 2006:1951).

The EG model is a networked-morph model driven by surface patterns wherein items

that pattern together are grouped into morph sets that share some kind of feature. This

model assumes that the language learner will recognize features associated with morphs

no matter how abstract. For the set of trigger morphs this is a difficult task. The learner

must pay attention to the alternations that trigger morphs induce in the initial segment of

the following word. They have to look outside the immediate morph they are analyzing. If

and when such patterns are recognized, a morph set with an abstract mutation feature (L) is

created. The lenition trigger morph set is given in (3).

(3)
{{aon, dhá, trí, ceithre, cúig, se}NUMERALS 1-6, {a}VOC.PART,

Lenition triggers {{mo}MY,{do}YOUR,{a}HIS}POSS.PART, {an}SING.FEM.DET,

{ar, de, do, faoi, mar, ó, ríomh, trí, thar, um}PREP}L

Table 3: Morph set for lenition triggers

2.2 Targets

Nine consonants in the Irish phoneme inventory can undergo lenition. The shape of the

lenited forms depends on the radical form, but there is a clear logic to what turns into what

and the general trend of weakening characteristic of lenition holds across all participating

consonants.

(4)

Radical form Lenited form

a. [p, pj] [f, fj]

b. [t, tj] [h, hj]

c. [k, kj] [x, c]

d. [b, bj] [w, v]

e. [d, dj] [G, j]

f. [g, gj] [G, j]

g. [f, fj] [∅, ∅]

h. [s, sj] [h, hj]

i. [m, mj] [w, v]

Table 4: Lenition alternations; the bulk of the analysis
concerns the unpalatalized forms.
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Just as the with trigger morph sets, the EG model assumes that the learner will group morphs

together based on shared features. For the target morph set, the learner need only recognize

the consistent semantic features (e.g. {cathair, chathair}CITY). Unlike the trigger morph

sets, however, the items in the target morph set share a phonological relationship.

The lenited form [xah1r] is related to the radical form [kah1r] via the loss of an initial

Aperture position1 (Grijzenhout 1995). This autosegmental representation is illustrated in

(5) wherein moving from left to right mirrors the behavior observed in lenition. As per

Grijzenhout (1995), A0 is the closure node and provides information about the stricture in

the vocal tract; Arel is the release node and communicates detail about how air escapes the

vocal tract. These Aperture positions act as anchors for place and voicing features which

further distinguish between consonants.

(5)

non-continuant continuant lack of obstruction

Oral stricture A0Arel Arel ∅
(Aperture)

[p, t, k, b, d, g, m] [f, h, x, v, G] [vowel]

Table 5: Autosegmental representation of Irish phonemes (Grijzenhout 1995)

Morph set relations (MSRs) encode the observable and extensible phonological pat-

tern between members of the same morph set. They are an integral part of the EG model’s

technology. The formal MSR for lenition is given in (6).

(6)

∀x [#C(x)]→∃y [#C(y)] “For every morph with an initial consonant

fillll | filler filler ll | fill with two or fewer Aperture positions, there is

(A0)Arelfiller fill(Arel) another morph with an initial sound represented

by one or fewer Aperture positions."

Table 6: Lenition MSR

The lenition MSR is unidirectional and requires identification of the radical morph2 The

MSR in (6) can also extend to initial consonants that the learner might not have encountered

yet; calling on Grijzenhout’s representation of Irish phonemes allows the EG model to

generalize the relationship to all target morph sets. This allows the learner to generate and

describe all of the target morph sets in (7).

In the end, MSRs address the phonological piece of the ICM puzzle while the abstract

feature (L) addresses the morphological component. But this model also allows the two

components to interact.

1The autosegmental representation employed here is independent of the EG technology.
2A learner accomplishes the identification of the radical form given its frequency and varied environments.
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(7)
{p, f} {b, v} {f, ∅}

{t, h} {d, G} {m, v}

{k, x} {g, G}

Table 7: Target morph sets

2.3 Combining elements

Under the EG model, combining items from the trigger and target sets will require choosing

individual morphs from those sets. The model has two means of morph selection: default

and morphophonotactics. The default morph is selected for when there are no biases

influencing morph selection, like when a morph appears on its own or after an item that is

not a lenition trigger. This responsibility is assigned to the radical form, shown underlined

below.

(8)

{kah1r, xah1r}CITY Default

U kah1r

xah1r ∗!

Table 8: Assessment table: cathair ‘city’

Because triggers care about the kind of morph that follows them, they introduce mor-
phophonotactic conditions to the selection process of the target morphs. Lenition mor-

phophonotactics take the shape {...}L *{...}; they crucially penalize morphs that follow

lenition triggers of set (L) and manifest some dispreferred feature. (9) provides the formal

morphophonotactic conditions that are brought to the assessment table by members of the

lenition trigger morph set.

(9)

{...}L *{#C} Penalize morphs with initial consonants

that follow a morph of set L.

{...}L *{#stop} Penalize morphs with initial stops

that follow a morph of set L.

Table 9: Lenition conditions

Morph sets combinations are evaluated in assessment tables. These differ from OT

tableaux in the limited candidate set defined by the Cartesian product of the morph sets

being combined. Combining morphs from the trigger and target set is evaluated in (10)

where the morphophonotactics pertinent to the trigger set are a deciding factor.

(10)

{@n}THE.L + {kah1r, xah1r}CITY *{#C} *{#stop} Default

@n kah1r ∗ ∗!
U @n xah1r ∗ ∗

Table 10: Assessment table Lenition: an chathair ‘the city’
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In review of the working pieces of the Emergent Grammar model, morphs are first

grouped into sets based on shared features, regardless of their abstractness. MSRs then

capture generalizable patterns shared by members of the same morph set. Lastly, mor-

phophonotactic conditions are associated with specific morphs that are sensitive to what

entities appear with them. The following section relies on this already-existing technology

to model the systematic nuances often left to the periphery of the lenition discussion.

3 Mutation subpatterns

3.1 The cluster restriction

Seen in (4) but nowhere else in Section 2 is that fact that [s] undergoes lenition. This

was done on purpose. While [s] debuccalizes to [h] under lenition, it is sensitive to the

phonological environment in which it appears; there is a restriction on the clusters in which

[s] in lenitable. Crucially, [s] does not lenite if it immediately precedes [p, t, k]. This is

demonstrated by the first three examples in (11) where an [s]-initial word does not lenite

despite immediately following a known lenition trigger.

(11)

a an spideog [@n spIdok] ‘the robin.FEM’

b trí stoirm [tôi stÄm] ‘three storms’

c a scairt [@ skaôt] ‘his shout’

d faoi shláinte [fe hlaInt@] ‘about health’

e trí shráid [tôi hôaIt] ‘three streets’

f a sheomra [@ h@mô@] ‘his room’

Table 11: Lenition of [s]

A separate and more specific MSR is necessary to generate the set: {s, h}. This MSR,

provided in (12), recognizes lenition as the loss of the initial Aperture position just like

the previous MSR. This MSR also includes an explicit description of [s]’s phonological

environment, restricting the cases in which [s] is lenitable.

(12)

∀x [#C[l,n,r,V](x)]→∃y [#C(y)] “For every morph with an initial

filler| filler filler filler filler l | fill consonant with a strident feature that

ArelArelfiller filler filler fillArel is followedby [l, n, r, V], there is another

fi | filler filler filler fi filler filler morph with an initial sound represented

stridentfiller filler filler filler filler by one Arel Aperture position."

Table 12: [s] ∼ [h] MSR

The MSR alone is enough to generate the morph set for [s], but an additional mor-

phophonotactic has to be associated with lenition triggers so that [h] surfaces over [s]. The
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*{#strident} condition that is given in (13) goes unranked with respect to the other lenition

conditions and will only a play role in the evaluation of set {s, h}. (14) illustrates this with

an assessment table.

(13)
{...}L *{#strident} Penalize morphs with initial stridents

that follow a morph of set L.

Table 13: Lenition conditions (updated)

(14) {fe}ABOUT.L + {sla1nt@, hla1nt@}HEALTH *{
#s

tr
}

*{
#C

}

*{
#s

to
p}

D
ef

au
lt

fe sla1nt@ ∗! ∗
U fe hla1nt@ ∗ ∗

Table 14: Assessment table [s]: faoi shláinte ‘about health’

3.2 The coronal restriction

The final subpattern of mutation to account for is the coronal restriction. As seen in (15)

[t, d, s] do not lenite after an n-final trigger. In these examples, the radical form appears

immediately after a known lenition trigger.

(15)
a aon taisce @n taSk@ ‘one treasure’

b an dorchacht @n doô@x@xt ‘the dark.FEM’

c aon sluasaid eIn slustaIt ‘one shovel’

Table 15: Coronal restriction examples

To this end, some morphophonotactic must select for the radical form from the {t, h},

{d, G}, {s, h} morph sets. A preference condition ({...n}L {...}{t, d, s} | Default) will ensure

that the default form is selected when the conditions are met. Such a preference is unique

to the situation in which a morph set derived from radical [t, d, s] follows an n-final lenition

trigger. When such a case arises, the default form is always chosen.

4 Discussion

Perhaps the most resounding support for the Emergent Grammar model is the fact that the

Irish mutation system seems to be breaking down where the model predicts it will.

To start, the EG model predicts that aspects of the grammar that lack generalizable

MSRs are prone to error. For the lenition system this means the trigger morph sets are vul-

nerable. Evidence in support of such a claim comes from both L1 and L2 acquisition stud-

ies. L1 research studies have found that mutations are acquired in a protracted fashion and

that children require a ‘critical mass’ of input (Hickey 2011, Thomas and Mueller Gather-

cole 2007). This coincides with the notion that the abstract featural tag (L) is only assigned
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to lenition triggers after a learner has enough experience with it. A similar issue has reared

its head in L2 research. L2 learners are known to accept any mutation (lenition or eclip-

sis) upon encountering a trigger (Scott 2010). This can be explained by hypothesizing an

abstract feature T (trigger) that does not distinguish between lenited or eclipsed forms and

merely penalizes the default form.

The EG model also predicts that aspects of the grammar that require separate mecha-

nisms will simplify if there are more generalizable patterns already present in the language.

In fact, simplification of the cluster restriction and the coronal restriction can be found in

Scottish Gaelic (SG) lenition (Hammond et al. 2017). In simplifying the cluster restriction,

SG speakers are avoiding lenition in all s-clusters. The presence of any consonant in the

second item makes the environment unconducive and there is no need to list [l, n, r, V],

streamlining the MSR in (12). In simplifying the coronal restriction, SG speakers are doing

one of two things. They can extend the coronal restriction to include coronals in all environ-

ments, thereby building a grammar in which coronal-initial targets have only one morph in

their sets: {t}, {d}, {s}. Those radical forms never lenite. SG speakers are also not leniting

anything after an n-final trigger; this type of variation will result in a smaller target morph

set which contains no n-final forms.

In conclusion, ICM exists comfortably and shifts logically within the framework pro-

vided by our model of Emergent Grammar, which takes the first strides toward uniting

theoretical phonology with other subfields of linguistics. The EG model allows ICM to

exist as part of both the phonology and the morphology and accommodate the subpatterns

of mutation which previous analyses have neglected. Finally, acquisition and variation data

show that the mutation system is indeed breaking down where the model expects it to.
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Appendix

voiceless voiced voiceless strident voiced nasal
plosives plosives friatives fricatives

fill SV SV SV
fill | | / l \

A0Arel A0Arel Arel ArelArel Arel A0Arel
| filler

strident

Table 16: Grijzenhout’s autosegmental phonemes
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